A cyber-physical system (CPS) is known as a mix system composed of computational and physical capabilities. The fast development of CPS brings new security and privacy requirements. Code reuse attacks that affect the correct behavior of software by exploiting memory corruption vulnerabilities and reusing existing code may also be threats to CPS. Various defense techniques are proposed in recent years as countermeasures to emerging code reuse attacks. However, they may fail to fulfill the security requirement well because they cannot protect the indirect function calls properly when it comes to dynamic code reuse attacks aiming at forward edges of control-flow graph (CFG). In this paper, we propose P-CFI, a fine-grained control-flow integrity (CFI) method, to protect CPS against memory-related attacks. We use points-to analysis to construct the legitimate target set for every indirect call cite and check whether the target of the indirect call cite is in the legitimate target set at runtime. We implement a prototype of P-CFI on LLVM and evaluate both its functionality and performance. Security analysis proves that P-CFI can mitigate the dynamic code reuse attack based on forward edges of CFG. Performance evaluation shows that P-CFI can protect CPS from dynamic code reuse attacks with trivial time overhead between 0.1% and 3.5%
Introduction
CPS provides a paradigm for managing and controlling interconnected physical devices. The past several years have witnessed the fast development and wide deployment of CPS. It is not ambiguous that CPS plays an increasingly important role in different field such as transportation, health-care, energy conservation, and military. As the pervasion of CPS, the problems concerning security and privacy of CPS also raise attentions. Memory unsafe programming languages like C and C++ that are widely adopted by CPS allow programmers to manage the memory space of applications with no constraints, which brings many security problems to CPS.
The control-flow hijacking attack is a typical memoryrelated attack that has been a severe threat to the security of CPS and has drawn significant attention from both academic and industrial communities. SeismoMeter [1] combines approximate control-flow integrity, fast dynamic taint analysis, and API sandboxing schemes to recognize both control-flow hijacking and data-only attacks. Code injection is a typical control-flow hijacking attack, which diverts the control-flow of vulnerable programs through buffer overflow to the injected malicious shellcode that resides in data pages, such as heap and stack. However, the technique of Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [2] can prevent this attack by prohibiting code in data pages from executing. Further, stack canaries [3] are used against the buffer overflow, and DieHard [4] is applied to protect memory for unsafe languages, so that attackers cannot divert the control-flow of applications.
The code reuse attack is another form of controlflow hijacking technique that may bypass fore-mentioned countermeasures. It transfers the control-flow to instruction sequences existing in code pages. Return-to-libc [5] and Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [6] are examples of code reuse attack. Most previous mitigation methods aiming at code injection attacks such as DEP [2] fail to fully protect programs from code reuse attacks. As a result, a number of new defense methods have been proposed.
Countermeasures based on control-flow integrity (CFI), such as original CFI [7] , forward-edge CFI [8] , CCFIR [9] , 2 Security and Communication Networks MCFI [10] , KCOCFI [11] , FPGate [12] , and Bin-CFI [13] , ensure the correct behavior of CPS by constraining their control-flow using pregenerated control-flow graph (CFG). Works such as Code Pointer Integrity (CPI) [14] defend programs against code reuse attacks by protecting all the sensitive pointers inside a program and storing them in hidden locations of memory. Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [15] allows different modules in a program to be distributed in random locations of memory when these modules are loaded, which makes it harder for attackers to find gadgets.
However, the new code reuse attacks based on dynamic analysis aiming at attacking forward-edge control-flow equipped with advanced techniques may also bypass these defense methods. The work Newton [16] presents a runtime gadget-discovery framework, which can generate code reuse attacks aiming at indirect function calls with different strategies corresponding to different kinds of code reuse defenses using constraint-driven dynamic analysis. It proves that the most stringent defense to date which is based on function type signature has also been bypassed.
In this paper, we explore the characteristics and concept of this kind of attack profoundly. We also revisit the motivation and concept of the state-of-the-art protection methods against new code reuse attacks aiming at protecting forward control-flow and explain why these existing methods fail to prevent software programs against the dynamic code reuse attack achieved by the work Newton [16] . In order to protect programs from the new dynamic code reuse attack, we propose a fine-grained CFI method for forward edges of CFG based on points-to analysis [17, 18] , named P-CFI. P-CFI instruments the legitimate target set for every indirect call cite and checks whether the target of the indirect function call is in the legitimate set at runtime. Legitimate target sets of indirect function calls are generated by points-to analysis of call site value and function type information.
It is worth pointing out that we only use the existing points-to analysis for analyzing the function pointers and virtual table pointers, and we have not made new contribution in the points-to analysis itself. Scalability and precision are two contradictory factors that need to be balanced in pointsto analysis. Performing points-to analysis in large programs with sufficient precision is a challenge. Most points-to analysis methods focus on scalability, at the expense of precision.
In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:
(i) We analyze state-of-the-art works for preventing software programs against code reuse attacks and explain why they suffer from the dynamic code reuse attack achieved by the work Newton [16] . (ii) We propose a fine-grained CFI-based defense method called P-CFI to mitigate the dynamic code reuse attack. We achieve this by protecting the indirect function call and forcing the program to check the transfer of the indirect function call before calling it. (iii) We implement a prototype of P-CFI according to the concept we introduced. The implementation of P-CFI can be integrated into LLVM.
(iv) We do the performance evaluation of the implemented prototype based on LLVM using SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and do the security analysis on open source project nginx to prove the practicability of P-CFI.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss the background knowledge and analyze related works in Section 2. The threat model and assumptions are explained in Section 3. The concept and work flow of our proposed defense method P-CFI are introduced in Section 4. The details of design and implementation are described in Sections 5 and 6. Experimental results of performance and security analysis are presented in Section 7. At last, we conclude our work in Section 8.
Background and Related Work
In this section, we briefly introduce the concept of CPS firstly. We then introduce the fundamental concept beneath code reuse attacks and the development of them, as well as the corresponding countermeasures, before we introduce the principle of our mitigation method.
Cyber-Physical
System. CPS can be regarded as the intersection of computation and the physical world. It can not only perceive and detect the world through various sensors but also reflect changes through different interconnected actuators. The form and size of CPS are various, from small sensor node to complex large system [19] . CPS can be applied to different areas, such as medical electronic devices, internet of vehicles, aeronautical facilities, military weapons, industrial control systems, smart grids, and other infinite applications.
For many CPS, although the devices are isolated from other undesired external influences in physical way, the continuous growing complexity may also bring new, unexpected attack surfaces. CPS can be vulnerable to attack even when not directly accessible. Technologies such as wireless communication, internet connectivity, and internet of thing can expose CPS to various security threats. We can see that CPS is vulnerable to potential forms of attacks that are the same as those attacks experienced by different web services, personal computers, and interconnected devices [20] , which means that flaws of software existing in ordinary systems will also cause failures in CPS [21] .
Code Reuse Attacks.
Since the wide deployment of DEP [2] , code reuse attacks as another kind of control-flow hijacking attacks have raised wide attention, such as Newton [16] , fully call-preceded attack [22] , stitching the gadgets attack [23] , and COOP [24] . Different from code injection attacks, code reuse attacks divert the regular control-flow of programs to gadgets that exist in code pages.
ROP is a common technique of code reuse attack aiming at hijacking control-flow of target programs, which diverts the program's execution flow to a set of instruction sequences that end with return instruction. Each instruction sequence is called a gadget. Usually, a complete ROP attack requires various gadgets, with each of them performing a simple operation. Defense techniques, such as modern shadow stack [25] , original CFI [7] , forward-edge CFI [8] , CCFIR [9] , MCFI [10] , KCOCFI [11] , FPGate [12] , Bin-CFI [13] , ASLR [15] , and TRaP [26] , can increase the difficulty of launching a successful ROP attack and therefore ensure the security of target programs.
Another powerful attack method that reaches this goal is the function reuse attack, which reuses the functions in a program. Function pointers and virtual calls are examples of exploiting targets. The destination addresses of them are dynamically determined during runtime. The function reuse attack can be regarded as a variant of ROP attacks. However, defense techniques aiming at ROP may fail to protect target programs from this kind of attack. Counterfeit Object-Oriented Programming (COOP) [24] is one of the examples which launches a successful attack by reusing virtual function calls in the target program. There are numbers of defense methods that have been proposed since the attack was presented. VTrust [27] guarantees that virtual function call site invokes virtual functions with the same name and argument type list and a compatible class relationship, so that attacks cannot use random functions of the program's vtables. TypeArmor [28] provides a binary protection mechanism, which uses use-def analysis at callees and function parameters as constraints to decrease the target functions of the indirect call site. TRaP [26] proposes a method that randomizes the address of code pointers.
However, another work called Newton [16] proposes a forward-edge based code reuse attack by leveraging dynamic analysis that can bypass current defense methods including ASLR, CFI, and CPI. It makes the attack based merely on indirect call realizable for that it can jump to any functions with any constructed argument list, while evading the detection of ROP attack such as shadow stack.
Control-Flow Integrity.
Since memory unsafe language allows programmers to manage the memory of programs freely, it is the programmers' responsibility to make sure the control-flow in a program is transferred in legitimate way. Attackers can divert the control-flow of the program to any executable address through corrupting memory of vulnerable programs.
CFI is a lightweight method to cope with this situation. It ensures the correct behavior of a program by constraining the control-flow using pregenerated CFG of the target program and makes sure every illegitimate transfer is trapped. It can be classified into backward CFI and forward CFI or source code based CFI and binary based CFI. In this paper, we protect target programs based on forward CFI.
As a matter of fact, nearly all CFI methods consisted of two processes, the preprocessing phase which analyzes the program and constructs a CFG that represents the legitimate transfer pattern for control-flow and the enforcement phase that constrains the control-flow according to the CFG.
Related Work.
Previous studies prove that CPS also suffers from memory-related vulnerabilities [21] . In this section, we discuss the evolvement of both the defense and attack methods of memory-related vulnerabili-ties.
The development of defense methods always keeps pace with the emerging code reuse attack techniques. As for the concept of these defense methods, some of them focus on constraining the transfer target of CFG into a predefined legitimate set, such as original CFI [7] , forward-edge CFI [8] , CCFIR [9] , MCFI [10] , KCoFI [11] , FPGate [12] , and Bin-CFI [13] . On the other hand, some works make it difficult for attackers to find usable gadgets, such as practical ASLR [15] , TRaP [26] , and TASR [29] . There are also mitigation methods about protecting the code pointers by putting them in hidden memory location, such as CPI [14] . Our work takes the concept of forward-edge CFI and focuses on protecting indirect function-calls of C programs or virtual table pointer dereferencing of C++ programs.
As the attack techniques are evolved from code injection attack to code reuse attack by attackers, the defense methods are also improved. The first work of control-flow integrity appeared in original CFI [7] with a practical implementation in the year of 2005. It is hard to create complete CFG for programs with only binary. So we cannot adequately protect the program without source file. And also full instrumentation of binary file will bring much time overhead. In order to improve the performance of CFI, many works focus on coarse-grained CFI. For example, Bin-CFI [13] and CCFIR [30] attempt to relax constraints on the legitimate target set for both the backward (e.g., ret instructions) and forward (e.g., indirect call instructions) edges of CFG. However, out of control attack [31] and stitching the gadgets attack [23] can still find useful gadgets to bypass the coarse-grained CFI mentioned above.
In general, source code based fine-grained CFI solutions bring more accuracy and less time overhead. Source level fine-grained CFI, such as forward-edge CFI [8] which focuses on protecting forward edges of CFG and CCFI [30] which focuses on protecting control-flow transfers in the CFG by adding message authentication code (MAC) to control-flow elements, can defend out of control attack [31] and stitching the gadgets attack [23] in practice. However, these defense methods can still be bypassed by attacks such as Control Jujutsu [32] and Control-Flow Bending [33] . Modern shadow stack techniques, such as shadow stacks [25] , are developed to defend programs against ROP attack. However, the work in [32] proves that programs with protection of shadow stack are still vulnerable.
Function reuse attacks, such as COOP [24] , are variants of code reuse attacks. They reuse functions in target programs. COOP attack reuses virtual functions in vtables. Several new defense techniques aiming at protecting functions are presented immediately as countermeasures. For example, VTrust [27] and TypeArmor [28] protect the program against COOP attack by guaranteeing that the callee of every call site is legitimate. Both function pointers and virtual function calls are vulnerable indirect function calls inducing forward control-flow transfer that may be exploited to launch a code reuse attack. There are plenty works that study the protection of virtual calls in both binary level, such as VTPin [34] , vfGuard [35] , VTint [36] , and TypeArmor [28] , and source code level, such as Shrinkwrap [37] and VTrust [27] . But there still exist problems in current work about protecting function pointers, because they may be bypassed when facing dynamic code reuse attack on forward edges of CFG, as analyzed in the work Newton [16] .
There are several existing CFI-based defense methods that focus on protecting forward edges of CFG, such as Bin-CFI [13] , FSan [8] , MCFI [10] , and TypeArmor [28] . They construct the legitimate target sets for every indirect function calls and enforce transfers of indirect function calls to the corresponding legitimate target sets. Bin-CFI [13] protects the forward-edge integrity by constraining indirect function calls to the legitimate target set of all function entry address. TypeArmor [28] constructs the legitimate target set by checking whether the parameter number of target function is not more than the argument number of the corresponding indirect call site at binary level. FSan [8] and MCFI [10] construct the legitimate target set by making sure the type of the target function is the same as the type of the corresponding indirect call site.
However, a new code reuse attack system called Newton [16] that is based on dynamic analysis and aims at attacking forward-edge control-flow equipped with advanced techniques may also bypass the above defense methods.
In this paper, we propose a fine-grained CFI-based defense method called P-CFI to mitigate it. P-CFI constructs the legitimate target sets of indirect function calls based on points-to analysis of call site value and function type information.
Threat Model
In our threat model, we assume that the target program is written with memory unsafe programming language, which means that the attacker can corrupt the memory of it via memory-related vulnerabilities, such as buffer overflow, inside the target program. The DEP defense is in place in the environment where the target program is running on while the ASLR defense is turned off. We also assume that the DEP cannot be bypassed using memory remap or any other attack techniques. The attacker can read and write the data pages in memory, and he is also able to read and execute instructions in code pages. We consider the attacker can take control of function pointers and can compromise it with any value using dynamic analysis and taint analysis methods implemented in the tool of the work Newton [16] .
As for a defense method, we protect the transfers of indirect function calls which are analyzed from the source code of the target program. Legacy binaries with no debug information and no source code are not considered in our work. We instrument additional checking instructions in the process of generating executable binaries to restrain the forward-edge control-flow from transferring to undesired addresses and therefore defend the program from compromised function pointers and ensure forward-edge control-flow integrity.
Method Overview
A function pointer is a variable that points to the start address of a function. This is a kind of indirect function call and can be compromised by attackers if the target programs include memory-related vulnerabilities. As mentioned before, the technique based on the dynamic analysis and taint analysis can combine tainted values and function pointers to launch a successful code reuse attack. The legitimate target set of the indirect call site which is constructed by recent defense methods is too coarse. For instance, Bin-CFI [13] and CCFIR [9] regard all function addresses as the legitimate target set for every indirect call site. IFCC [8] classifies the legitimate target set for every indirect call site according to the numbers of function parameters. FSan [8] constructs the legitimate target set by mapping call site types to target function types. CsCFI [38] tracks paths to sensitive program states and defines the set of valid control edges within the state context. CPI [14] protects the sensitive code pointer by putting them in hidden memory location. In our work, we refine the legitimate target set for each function pointer at each indirect call site to ensure the precision of forward-edge CFI. This requires us to distinguish the legitimate function address from illegitimate one before transferring the control-flow to the destination of an indirect function-call. We also need to develop a mechanism for the target program to instrument the CFI check for each indirect call site. To this end, we propose a fine-grained CFI-based defense method for forward edges of CFG based on points-to analysis to mitigate dynamic code reuse attack caused by the work Newton [16] . We achieve this by protecting the indirect function call and forcing the program to check the transfer of the indirect function call before calling it. We also develop a prototype for the proposed method named P-CFI. P-CFI contains two phases: static analysis and policy enforcement.
The first phase of P-CFI is shown in Figure 1 . We translate the source code to LLVM intermediate representation (LLVM  IR) with debug information and analyze it to find out all function pointers that need to be protected. We also need to find out the set of reachable function entries for every function pointer by using points-to analysis [17] . Then, we find out the indirect call sites corresponding to these function pointers by using def-use analysis. The reachable function entries of the function pointer is the legitimate target of the indirect function call whose call value is this function pointer.
The second phase of P-CFI is shown in Figure 2 . We construct function entry tables in the link-time optimizing process of compiling source code according to the legitimate target set obtained from previous phase. There is only one function entry table for each function pointer at different indirect call cites. We enforce the security policy by adding checking instructions before each indirect call cite and forcing them to check the values according to the pregenerated tables to ensure that illegitimate transfers will be trapped.
It has to be noted that our method is more precise than FSan [8] and TypeArmor [28] . FSan [8] ensures that the type of the target function is the same as the type of the corresponding indirect call site. TypeArmor [28] ensures that the parameter numbers of the target function are equal to or less than the argument numbers of the corresponding indirect call site. 
Design of P-CFI
The process of P-CFI can be divided into two steps, static analysis and policy enforcement. We will introduce the details of the concept and design in this section, respectively. We will use the following two code pieces to explain the design of the proposed method. Listing 1 gives an example of declarations of functions and function pointers in a C program, which includes three functions with no arguments and three function pointers with no arguments. Listing 2 gives an example that illustrates the process of function address assignment and indirect function calls in C program.
Static Analysis.
In this phase, we need to identify all function entries and each entry belongs to one or more function pointers. The declaration of a function pointer and the locations of indirect call cites according to this function pointer should be identified in this phase as well. We also need to find out the correspondence between target function entries and the indirect call site. We translate the source code of target program into LLVM intermediate representation (LLVM IR) with debug information first for easing the analysis. P-CFI is different from previous CFI methods, because we analyze the set of reachable function entries for every function pointer by using points-to analysis [17] and the relationship between indirect call cites and function pointers to obtain the legitimate target set for every indirect function calls.
Function Entry Analysis. The functions that have their addresses assigned to function pointers are known as addresstaken functions. They are the basic elements of function entry tables. We can obtain every address-taken function through analyzing LLVM IR. As shown in Listing 1, all functions that have been assigned to function pointers will be found at first. The function foo() and function bar() declared in line 1 and line 2 are identified as function entries of indirect function calls, while the function cat() is ignored for that its address has never been assigned to any function pointer in Listing 2.
Function Pointer Analysis. The function pointer analyzer scans LLVM IR of the target program to identify the function entry set for every function pointer that requires protection. We do the points-to analysis [17] for every function pointer and get the reachable function entries for every function pointer. Then, we get the function entry set for the function pointer by deleting the function entries which are not the address-taken function. As shown in Listing 2, the function entry set of the function pointer pointer one contains the function foo() and the function bar().
Indirect Call Site Analysis. The term "indirect call site" refers to the location of code where control-flow transfer caused by function pointers happens. We need to find all locations in the source code that invoke these function pointers, because these are the very positions where policy enforcement will be deployed. Usually, the control-flow transfer caused by the invocation of function pointers is not taken into consideration in the CFG generated in the process of compiling, because it is a kind of indirect function call and its destination can only be dynamically decided at runtime.
To address this issue, we construct the legitimate target set for every indirect call cite. We use def-use analysis to get the corresponding function pointer of the indirect call cite. The function entry set of the function pointer is the legitimate target of the indirect function call whose call value is this function pointer. As shown in Listing 2, the legitimate target set of the indirect function call cite pointer one() contains the function foo() and the function bar().
FSan [8] uses the function type to construct the legitimate target set for the indirect call cite. It means that the indirect function call cite pointer one() has the legitimate target set which contains the functions foo(), bar(), and cat(). However, in our method, the indirect function call cite pointer one() can only call the functions foo and bar().
To construct more precise legitimate target set, we generate the legitimate target sets for every indirect function calls by using points-to analysis.
The comparison of the call graph of code in Listing 1 for P-CFI and FSan is illustrated in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 (a), the legitimate target set of the indirect function call cite pointer one() contains functions foo and bar, the legitimate target set of the indirect function call cite pointer two() also contains functions foo and bar, and the legitimate target set of the indirect function call cite pointer three() only contains function foo. As shown in Figure 3(b) , the legitimate target set of all the three indirect function call cites contains the same functions foo, bar, and cat. We conclude that the call graph of P-CFI is more precise than that of FSan.
Virtual Call Analysis. Virtual calls are common indirect calls in C++. Once a call to a virtual function of an object is invoked, the virtual table pointer is dereferenced to locate the virtual table. Then, the corresponding virtual function pointer is located by using the offset of this virtual function in the virtual table. Finally, this pointer is used to invoke the virtual call. By exploiting vulnerabilities in the program, attackers can modify the virtual table pointer and point it to a bogus virtual table that they have made. With this method, attackers' code can be executed through the incorrect virtual table pointer. Therefore, the virtual table pointer is the specific target by attackers to subvert a forward edge in the controlflow graph.
We need to do the points-to analysis for every virtual table pointer and get the valid virtual table for it. Although LLVM bitcode is very suitable for representing C, it is not very suitable for C++, because high-level features are translated to low-level constructs. For example, virtual tables are translated as arrays of function pointers, and virtual calls are translated to normal indirect calls. The work in [18] proposes a points-to analysis method, which offers a structure-sensitive analysis that can recover much of the available high-level structure information of types and objects for C++. We use this method to only analyze the virtual calls.
Policy Enforcement.
This policy enforcement consists of static instrumentation in LLVM IR and runtime check. The process of static instrumentation instruments check logic before indirect call cite and construct legitimate targets set for every indirect function call. The runtime check process ensures that the function entry address corresponds to indirect call cite in the legitimate target set. The function entry table will be integrated in llvm.bitsets global metadata. The LLVM backend will compile the instrumented LLVM IR to execute file.
Runtime Check. We use the llvm.bitset.test intrinsic and llvm.bitsets global metadata of LLVM IR as our instrument tools. According to the semantics of llvm.bitset.test, the instrumented check logic will check the callee value of indirect call cite in the legitimate target set.
Implementation
Our method is implemented on Ubuntu16.04.1 x86 64 with C++. The development of our prototype is based on LLVM with version 3.8. There are two components in our implementation. The component of static analyzer is responsible for finding function pointers, indirect call cites, and virtual table points corresponding to legitimate target sets. The other component is responsible for constructing function entry table and instrumenting check logic at each indirect call cite, or constructing virtual table pointer set and instrumenting check logic at each virtual table pointer dereferencing place. Our implemented prototype supports target programs written in C and C++.
We insert the llvm.bitset metadata into the LLVM bitcode and insert llvm.bitset.test check before indirect calls. For C language programs, taking the indirect function call of line 16 in Listing 1 as an example, before the bitsets metadata and indirect function call checks are inserted, the LLVM bitcode corresponding to this call is shown in Listing 4. The function pointer %4 is assigned the address of the function bar before the indirect function call is made. But at this moment, there is no check on the value of function pointer %4, so an attacker can modify this function pointer to execute arbitrary code.
After the bitsets metadata and indirect function call checks are inserted, the LLVM bitcode corresponding to its call is shown in Listing 5. Lines 16 and 17 are the bitsets set of the objective functions corresponding to the check code inserted in line 5, which contains the target functions foo and bar. Line 4 checks the function pointer by checking whether the address of the function pointer is in the bitsets set corresponding to ZTSFvE test.c 16.
If yes, the program jumps to line 11 and then executes code in line 12 to call indirect function. Otherwise, the program jumps to line 7 and then executes code in line 8 to terminate the execution.
Listing 6 presents a simplified version of the LLVM bitcode for the translation of a virtual call in C++ object into normal indirect call. More precisely, the code snippet shows the translation of virtual call tp->foo() for object Test * tp.
As discussed in Section 5.1, we perform the points-to analysis by using the method proposed by [18] to analyze the virtual table pointer for C++. With this method, both \ %tp and \ %1 (after the cast) will point both to the stackallocated Test object and to its virtual call pointer field. The first load instruction will return the virtual call table. Indexing into the virtual table will return the array element for the subobject. Then, the second load instruction will return the exact function that the virtual table points to at the given offset. Finally, the virtual call will be made in the last line.
We insert the llvm.bitset metadata into the LLVM bitcode to constrain the set of valid virtual table pointers for the call site and insert llvm.bitset.test check after the cast of virtual table pointer (between line 2 and line 3 of Listing 6) to verify whether the virtual table pointer from the object is in the valid set. If yes, the virtual table pointer will then be used to obtain the virtual table. Otherwise, an error will be reported and the execution of the program will be terminated.
Evaluation
We run our evaluation on the Ubuntu16.04.1 with kernel version 4.13.0. The physical machine is equipped with Intel Core i5-4590 3.3GHz processor and 6GB memory. The dataset of our evaluation consists of seven programs of SPEC CPU2006 suites. The performance and functionality are evaluated, respectively, using fore-mentioned testbed and dataset. ; preds = %0 8 call void @llvm.trap() #2, !nosanitize !3 9 unreachable, !nosanitize !3 10 11; <label>:8:
; preds = %0 12 call void (...) %4() 1 %class.Test = type { i64 (...) * * ,...} 2 %1=bitcast %tp to i64 (%class.Test * ) * * * 3 %2=load i64 (%class.Test * ) * * %1 4 %3=getelementptr i64 (%class.Test * ) * * %2, 1 5 %4=load i64 (%class.Test * ) * %3 6 call i64 %4 (%class.Test * %bp) Listing 6: LLVM bitcode for a C++ virtual call.
Performance Evaluation.
We evaluate the performance of P-CFI and analyze the result briefly. To measure the runtime overhead, we use SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks to test the time overhead of P-CFI, and we normalize the result against the baseline and compare the result with FSan which is presented in forward-edge CFI [8] . Figure 4 illustrates the results.
We measure the time to complete the execution of programs which have indirect function calls in benchmark and normalize the result with baseline obtained by executing original programs in benchmark with no instrumentation. FSan [8] represents the CFI method considering type information of indirect call site and function. The legitimate target set of P-CFI is more precise than FSan, and they have the similar overhead. As shown in Figure 4 , for the seven C benchmarks on the left side, the relative overhead introduced by deploying our enforcement method is very low, with the average value of 2.04% and worst case 3.47%. For the four C++ benchmarks on the right side, the relative overhead introduced is also acceptable, with the average value of 6.01% and worst case 9.54%. Overall, the impact of time overhead introduced by P-CFI is relatively trivial in every program considered in SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and is acceptable in real world situation.
Security Evaluation.
We prove the effectiveness of P-CFI by analyzing how P-CFI can defend against dynamic code reuse attack caused by the work Newton [16] by using a case study and compare our statistical result with existing defense techniques to illustrate the security guarantee provided by P-CFI. We use the source code of nginx with the version 1.3.9 as the target program and compile it with P-CFI. An example of dynamic code reuse attack illustrated in Newton [16] let a function pointer inside a program have the same type with function malloc in libc point to malloc followed by mprotect to make the code page of libc writable. This attack can bypass the protecting method based on contextsensitive CFI, such as PathArmor [38] . As for P-CFI, since the function address of malloc not appeared in the function entry table of that function pointer, the transfer to malloc will not be allowed by P-CFI's runtime check. P-CFI can lower the function numbers of the legitimate target set for each indirect call cite. We compute and compare the size of the legitimate target set for each indirect call cite with TypeArmor [28] , FSan [8] , and IFCC [8] to illustrate the effectiveness. The results are listed in Table 1 . The maximal size of the legitimate target set, the minimal number of the legitimate target set, and the median number of the legitimate target set, for all indirect call cites with different defense technique, are taken into consideration in this comparison.
The result in Table 1 shows that P-CFI can lower the size of the legitimate target set for each indirect function call and ensure that 50% (median value) of the legitimate target sets are with size less than 5, which means that the functions that indirect function calls can jump to are less in P-CFI than that in other methods. In conclusion, P-CFI can protect the forward control-flow in a more precise way with more solid security guarantee.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a fine-grained CFI named P-CFI for forward edges of CFG based on points-to analysis to defend CPS against dynamic code reuse attacks enabled by the work Newton [16] . P-CFI analyzes target program in source code level and protects the function pointer to ensure the regular flow of control will not be violated. Points-to analysis is employed to generate precise legitimate target sets for each indirect call cite corresponding to a function pointer. The implementation can output instrumented binaries that force every indirect function call caused by function pointer jump to a function entry table. The security analysis also proves the P-CFI can constrain the range of reusable code pieces and lower the probability of successful code reuse attack. Performance evaluation shows that the overhead imposed by P-CFI is negligible.
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